Development of an in vitro model for cysteine dioxygenase expression in the brain.
The development of an in vitro model for cysteine dioxygenase (CDO) expression in the brain would provide a useful model for determining the mechanisms for the regulation of CDO expression that does not involve the use of animals. Here we demonstrate the screening and characterization of a cell line that expresses CDO, the primary metabolizing enzyme of cysteine and the regulatory point of sulfate production. A panel of four commercially available tumor-derived human brain cell lines, each representing one major class of brain cell, were screened using western blotting and activity assay for cysteine dioxygenase expression. One cell line, TE 671 (human medulloblastoma) was found to express both a protein of approximately 70 kDa and CDO activity. Nuclease protection assay (NPA) of mRNA isolated from TE 671 showed the expression of a CDO mRNA. Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction of this mRNA and sequencing of the cDNA obtained showed that this was indeed CDO. Treatment of TE 671 cells with cysteine resulted in the upregulation of CDO mRNA, whereas treatment with tumor necrosis factor alpha resulted in the downregulation of CDO mRNA, as evidenced using NPA. The characterization of an in vitro model for CDO expression provides a useful tool for the investigation of this important enzyme, which may have an etiological role in the pathogenesis of Parkinson's disease.